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Cherry  Point  Aquatic  Reserve  in  Blaine,  Washington.  Radio  Frequency  Identifier  (RFId)  Passive 




then  input  into  XBeach,  a  relatively  new  nearshore  numerical  model  [Roelvink  et  al.  2009],  to 
investigate the critical relationships between oceanic and atmospheric factors and the behavior of 
coarse  sediment  at  the  Reserve. Measured  displacement  of  pebbles  and  cobbles  recorded  long‐
shore  transport  in both directions, with  little  cross‐shore movement. This bi‐directional  transport 
supports  observations  made  by  Bauer  [1976]  and  adds  a  new  facet  of  beach  behavior  to  the 
currently  favored, uni‐directional net‐drift cell model  [Schwartz et al. 1991,  Johannessen & Chase 
2006]. During moderate energy wave activity,  the duration of elevated wind  speeds above 4 m/s 
controls  the extent of  tracer displacement. During high energy winter  storms,  fetch distance and 
significant wave height control displacement. Another  important discovery  is the  immobility of the 
lower beach compared to the middle and upper beach. Computer modeling of wave forcing, roller 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































513 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 162 70 2.31 5.7 4.1 4.0 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
535 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 349 130 2.68 6.6 6.4 4.8 SMALL XS Cobble
537 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 1004 380 2.64 10.1 7.4 7.0 X‐LARGE S Cobble
554 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 334 120 2.78 6.7 6.1 4.7 SMALL XS Cobble
565 1/31/2012 PULLED 2/14/2012 557 200 2.79 8.6 6.4 5.4 LARGE S Cobble
568 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 779 280 2.78 9.0 8.3 5.7 LARGE S Cobble
574 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 159 70 2.27 5.3 4.1 3.8 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
578 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 159 70 2.27 5.5 4.9 3.5 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
582 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 159 50 3.18 6.0 4.4 4.0 SMALL V. C. Pebble
593 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 612 230 2.66 7.8 6.5 6.2 MEDIUM S Cobble
597 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 429 150 2.86 6.7 5.6 5.5 SMALL XS Cobble
955 1/12/2012 LOST 1/15/2012 317 110 2.88 7.6 7.0 5.4 MEDIUM XS Cobble
957 11/20/2011 PULLED 1/15/2012 334 180 1.86 7.5 7.4 5.0 MEDIUM XS Cobble
959 11/20/2011 PULLED 3/5/2012 1262 455 2.77 12.9 10.1 7.3 X‐LARGE M Cobble
966 11/20/2011 PULLED 11/22/2011 528 190 2.78 8.3 8.1 6.2 LARGE S Cobble
967 1/12/2012 PULLED 2/3/2012 605 220 2.75 9.4 7.8 7.5 LARGE S Cobble
968 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 572 200 2.86 7.6 7.7 5.0 MEDIUM XS Cobble
971 11/20/2011 LOST 1/15/2012 201 80 2.51 6.5 6.0 3.9 SMALL XS Cobble
974 2/14/2012 LOST 3/5/2012 197 80 2.46 5.6 5.2 3.7 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
976 11/20/2011 PULLED 3/5/2012 1100 400 2.75 12.5 9.5 7.7 X‐LARGE M Cobble
977 1/12/2012 PULLED 2/14/2012 627 240 2.61 11.0 8.4 6.2 X‐LARGE M Cobble
979 11/20/2011 LOST 11/22/2011 607 220 2.76 8.5 8.3 7.2 LARGE S Cobble
981 11/20/2011 PULLED 2/14/2012 594 225 2.64 9.8 8.2 5.6 LARGE S Cobble
983 1/12/2012 PULLED 2/21/2012 346 130 2.66 7.4 7.4 5.5 MEDIUM XS Cobble
984 11/20/2011 PULLED 3/5/2012 845 320 2.64 10.6 8.9 6.7 X‐LARGE S Cobble
988 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 223 80 2.79 6.5 4.9 3.9 SMALL XS Cobble
51A 1/31/2012 PULLED 2/14/2012 735 270 2.72 8.4 7.2 6.4 LARGE S Cobble
51F 11/20/2011 LOST 1/16/2012 247 75 3.29 6.8 6.1 4.5 SMALL XS Cobble
53F 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 1189 440 2.70 10.1 8.7 6.7 X‐LARGE S Cobble
54A 11/20/2011 LOST 11/22/2011 154 45 3.42 5.6 5.0 4.2 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
55A 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 268 100 2.68 7.0 4.3 4.3 MEDIUM XS Cobble
55E 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 469 170 2.76 7.2 6.1 5.3 MEDIUM XS Cobble
56B 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 297 110 2.70 6.7 6.7 4.0 SMALL XS Cobble
57A 11/20/2011 PULLED 3/5/2012 161 60 2.68 5.9 5.0 3.9 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
57C 1/31/2012 PULLED 2/14/2012 403 150 2.69 7.4 6.0 4.8 MEDIUM XS Cobble
57F 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 1114 400 2.79 10.1 7.8 6.5 X‐LARGE S Cobble
58A 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 321 130 2.47 7.4 5.2 4.7 MEDIUM XS Cobble
58C 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 418 150 2.79 6.9 5.7 5.5 SMALL XS Cobble
5A3 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 380 140 2.71 6.4 6.1 5.7 SMALL XS Cobble
5B4 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 171 60 2.85 5.7 4.7 4.1 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
5BA 1/12/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 528 190 2.78 8.3 8.1 6.2 LARGE S Cobble
5C9 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 1079 400 2.70 9.9 8.4 6.6 LARGE S Cobble
5CC 2/14/2012 LOST 2/18/2012 153 60 2.55 5.1 4.5 4.0 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
5D6 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 265 100 2.65 6.3 5.2 4.4 SMALL V. C. Pebble
95C 11/20/2011 PULLED 3/5/2012 453 160 2.83 8.0 7.4 5.9 LARGE S Cobble
95D 11/20/2011 LOST 11/22/2011 224 79 2.84 6.7 6.0 3.9 SMALL XS Cobble
95E 11/20/2011 PULLED 2/21/2012 228 79 2.89 6.5 6.1 4.4 SMALL XS Cobble
95F 1/12/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 573 210 2.73 8.6 8.5 8.3 LARGE S Cobble
96D 11/20/2011 LOST 2/21/2012 284 100 2.84 6.7 6.0 5.3 SMALL XS Cobble













/ / / /
97B 1/31/2012 PULLED 2/18/2012 177 70 2.53 5.6 5.0 3.9 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
97C 1/12/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 495 190 2.61 9.0 7.9 6.6 LARGE S Cobble
DF2 1/12/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 431 160 2.69 8.4 8.3 6.7 LARGE S Cobble
DF6 11/20/2011 PULLED 3/5/2012 611 230 2.66 9.3 8.0 6.5 LARGE S Cobble
DFA 11/20/2011 LOST 11/22/2011 334 110 3.04 7.0 6.4 5.6 MEDIUM XS Cobble
DFB 11/20/2011 PULLED 2/14/2012 554 210 2.64 9.3 7.5 6.3 LARGE S Cobble
DFD 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 280 100 2.80 6.2 5.4 4.7 SMALL V. C. Pebble
E01 11/20/2011 LOST 1/16/2012 633 220 2.88 9.2 7.5 7.2 LARGE S Cobble
E03 1/12/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 568 215 2.64 9.8 8.3 6.6 LARGE S Cobble
E06 11/20/2011 LOST 11/22/2011 673 250 2.69 9.6 8.4 6.5 LARGE S Cobble
E08 1/12/2012 PULLED 2/14/2012 621 220 2.82 10.1 8.5 7.2 X‐LARGE S Cobble
E0A 11/20/2011 LOST 2/21/2012 472 165 2.86 9.0 7.2 5.4 LARGE S Cobble
E0E 11/20/2011 LOST 1/15/2012 471 165 2.85 8.2 7.8 5.8 LARGE S Cobble
E10 11/20/2011 LOST 1/16/2012 166 60 2.77 5.5 5.4 4.4 XSMALL V. C. Pebble
E12 2/14/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 1313 490 2.68 10.5 9.5 6.6 X‐LARGE S Cobble
E15 1/12/2012 PULLED 2/21/2012 275 100 2.75 7.2 5.7 5.5 MEDIUM XS Cobble
E19 1/31/2012 PULLED 3/5/2012 275 100 2.75 6.2 6.1 4.2 SMALL V. C. Pebble


























































































































































Hm0        =     0.0380 
fp         =     0.3309 
mainang    =     227 
gammajsp   =     3.3000 
s          =     20.0000 


























































































































Hm0        =     0.0577 
fp         =     0.3061 
mainang    =     207 
gammajsp   =     3.3000 
s          =     20.0000 













































































































Hm0        =     0.8075 
fp         =     0.3155 
mainang    =   217 
gammajsp   =     3.3000 
s          =    20.0000 




















DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  01/12/2012    RETRIEVAL:   FIELD DATE  01/15/2012
    START TIME  23:02:05         START TIME  14:43:50 


























959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.72 0.20 NNE 30 STAYED TOP LOWER
967 LARGE 9.4 0.94 0.23 NE 51 STAYED TOP LOWER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 1.63 0.41 WSW 239 STAYED TOP MID
981 LARGE 9.8 11.05 0.20 NW 311 STAYED TOP UPPER
983 MEDIUM 7.4 1.37 0.85 NNW 339 STAYED TOP BLUFF
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.66 0.20 SW 218 BURIED LOWER
51F SMALL 6.8 9.71 0.20 WNW 285 BURIED UPPER
57A XSMALL 5.9 5.29 0.21 W 265 BURIED MID
5BA LARGE 8.3 0.16 0.20 X SW 224 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
95C LARGE 8.0 10.61 0.53 SW 220 STAYED TOP UPPER
95E SMALL 6.5 0.95 0.20 SSE 148 STAYED TOP LOWER
95F LARGE 8.6 0.41 0.88 X NW 324 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
96D SMALL 6.7 3.81 0.23 NW 322 BURIED MID
97C LARGE 9.0 11.89 0.26 WNW 298 STAYED TOP UPPER
DF2 LARGE 8.4 0.20 0.21 X NW 317 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
DF6 LARGE 9.3 0.75 0.20 SE 130 STAYED TOP LOWER
E01 LARGE 9.2 2.45 0.65 X NNW 344 STAYED TOP MID
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.34 0.20 SSW 199 BURIED LOWER
E08 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.84 0.22 NNE 21 BURIED BARNACLES
E0A LARGE 9.0 4.82 0.72 N 1 STAYED TOP UPPER
E10 XSMALL 5.5 7.09 0.20 WNW 285 STAYED TOP BLUFF
E15 MEDIUM 7.2 13.13 0.20 NW 313 STAYED TOP UPPER


































































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  01/31/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/03/2012 
    START TIME  18:48:00        START TIME  18:24:20 
















































565 LARGE 8.6 0.29 0.03 NNW 331 BURIED MID
568 LARGE 9.0 0.32 0.09 W 264 BURIED MID
593 MEDIUM 7.8 0.06 0.03 SSW 213 STAYED TOP UPPER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.23 0.14 SSW 206 BURIED LOWER
967 LARGE 9.4 0.34 0.12 E 87 STAYED TOP LOWER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 2.70 0.03 ESE 107 STAYED TOP MID
988 SMALL 6.5 0.40 0.11 SW 233 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
51A LARGE 8.4 0.43 0.15 E 83 BURIED LOWER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 1.68 0.05 ESE 110 BURIED MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.16 0.03 S 188 STAYED TOP UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 1.83 0.08 ESE 112 BURIED MID
56B SMALL 6.7 2.73 1.25 E 100 STAYED TOP MID
57C MEDIUM 7.4 3.84 0.09 ESE 112 STAYED TOP MID
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.20 0.20 S 175 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 7.19 0.03 ESE 113 STAYED TOP MID
5B4 XSMALL 5.7 1.21 0.03 SE 128 STAYED TOP MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 1.60 0.03 SSE 147 BURIED UPPER
95F LARGE 8.6 0.07 0.11 X WSW 256 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.20 0.08 SW 214 STAYED TOP LOWER
DF2 LARGE 8.4 0.13 0.27 X WNW 299 BURIED BARNACLES
DF6 LARGE 9.3 0.08 0.03 SW 225 STAYED TOP LOWER
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.09 0.11 X W 273 STAYED TOP LOWER
E08 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.03 0.11 X SSW 205 STAYED TOP LOWER


























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/03/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/06/2012 
    START TIME  18:24:20        START TIME  19:06:30 

























565 LARGE 8.6 0.42 0.03 SSE 156 STAYED BURIED MID
568 LARGE 9.0 0.14 0.09 NNE 32 UNEARTHED MID
593 MEDIUM 7.8 1.64 0.03 SE 130 STAYED TOP UPPER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.13 0.12 ESE 112 UNEARTHED LOWER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 0.06 0.03 W 273 STAYED TOP UPPER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.44 0.02 ENE 72 STAYED BURIED MID
977 X‐LARGE 11.0 0.11 0.02 E 85 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
981 LARGE 9.8 0.27 0.11 ENE 68 STAYED BURIED MID
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.09 0.03 S 181 STAYED BURIED LOWER
988 SMALL 6.5 0.20 0.02 NE 45 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
51A LARGE 8.4 0.50 0.03 N 11 STAYED BURIED LOWER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.14 0.02 SSW 202 UNEARTHED MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.12 0.03 NE 48 STAYED TOP UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.24 0.02 NNW 341 UNEARTHED MID
56B SMALL 6.7 0.44 0.02 SSE 149 STAYED TOP MID
57C MEDIUM 7.4 0.12 0.03 NNW 335 STAYED TOP MID
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.08 0.11 X NE 53 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.06 0.02 ESE 110 STAYED TOP MID
5BA LARGE 8.3 0.07 0.02 S 169 STAYED BURIED BARNACLES
5D6 SMALL 6.3 0.47 0.02 ENE 63 UNEARTHED UPPER
95F LARGE 8.6 0.05 0.02 NNE 22 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.08 0.02 NNE 21 STAYED TOP LOWER
DF2 LARGE 8.4 0.19 0.02 NW 322 STAYED BURIED BARNACLES
DF6 LARGE 9.3 0.08 0.02 ENE 58.15 STAYED TOP LOWER
DFB LARGE 9.3 0.04 0.02 NE 51.38 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.12 0.02 NE 52.66 STAYED TOP LOWER
E08 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.05 0.02 NE 48.68 STAYED TOP LOWER



































































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/06/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/08/2012 
    START TIME  19:06:30        START TIME  20:41:00 
























535 SMALL 6.6 0.12 0.03 WNW 286.00 STAYED TOP UPPER
565 LARGE 8.6 0.06 0.02 W 269.89 STAYED BURIED MID
568 LARGE 9.0 0.11 0.02 W 267.07 BURIED MID
593 MEDIUM 7.8 0.58 0.03 NNE 22.54 BURIED UPPER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.04 0.02 N 9.05 STAYED TOP LOWER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 0.11 0.03 ESE 118.13 STAYED TOP UPPER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.04 0.02 N 354.67 STAYED BURIED MID
977 X‐LARGE 11.0 0.05 0.02 WNW 303.44 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
981 LARGE 9.8 0.13 0.02 SW 216.55 STAYED BURIED MID
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.07 0.02 SW 234.97 STAYED BURIED LOWER
988 SMALL 6.5 0.01 0.02 X S 173.48 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
51A LARGE 8.4 0.32 0.02 SSW 196.82 UNEARTHED LOWER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.11 0.02 NNE 14.15 STAYED TOP MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.04 0.03 W 268.73 STAYED TOP UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.52 0.02 WSW 257.46 STAYED TOP MID
56B SMALL 6.7 0.06 0.02 SSE 161.06 STAYED TOP MID
57C MEDIUM 7.4 0.23 0.03 ENE 65.95 STAYED TOP MID
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.01 0.02 X NW 313.84 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.10 0.02 WSW 250.01 STAYED TOP MID
5B4 XSMALL 5.7 1.58 1.10 X ESE 122.92 STAYED TOP MUDFLATS
5BA LARGE 8.3 0.07 0.02 ENE 56.63 UNEARTHED BARNACLES
5D6 SMALL 6.3 0.61 0.02 NNE 31.95 STAYED TOP UPPER
95F LARGE 8.6 0.01 0.02 X S 182.29 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.02 0.02 X ENE 67.36 STAYED TOP LOWER
DF2 LARGE 8.4 0.02 0.02 X W 279.63 UNEARTHED BARNACLES
DF6 LARGE 9.3 0.05 0.02 SW 230.96 STAYED TOP LOWER
DFB LARGE 9.3 0.02 0.02 X N 350.32 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
DFD SMALL 6.2 0.16 0.02 E 89.96 UNEARTHED UPPER
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.04 0.02 SW 230.17 STAYED TOP LOWER
E08 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.04 0.02 SSW 199.58 STAYED TOP LOWER






























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/08/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/10/2012 
    START TIME  20:41:00        START TIME  14:04:50 























535 SMALL 6.6 0.05 0.02 WNW 285.24 STAYED TOP UPPER
565 LARGE 8.6 0.09 0.02 NE 41.14 UNEARTHED MID
568 LARGE 9.0 0.33 0.02 W 263.71 STAYED BURIED MID
593 MEDIUM 7.8 0.42 0.02 NE 51.45 UNEARTHED UPPER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.01 0.02 X NW 303.73 STAYED TOP LOWER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 0.03 0.02 NW 322.26 STAYED TOP UPPER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.01 0.02 X N 355.09 STAYED BURIED MID
981 LARGE 9.8 0.04 0.02 ESE 111.05 STAYED BURIED MID
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.03 0.02 NNE 12.87 STAYED BURIED LOWER
51A LARGE 8.4 0.07 0.02 NE 51.51 STAYED TOP LOWER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.06 0.02 ENE 71.03 STAYED TOP MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.05 0.02 ENE 61.89 STAYED TOP UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.04 0.02 N 8.60 STAYED TOP MID
56B SMALL 6.7 0.03 0.02 NNW 331.35 STAYED TOP MID
57C MEDIUM 7.4 0.10 0.03 ESE 123.30 STAYED TOP MID
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.02 0.02 X WSW 244.01 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.03 0.02 SSE 163.05 STAYED TOP MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 0.15 0.02 ENE 57.65 STAYED TOP UPPER
95C LARGE 8.0 0.18 0.02 SE 126.80 UNEARTHED UPPER
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.04 0.02 SW 220.76 STAYED TOP LOWER
DF6 LARGE 9.3 0.02 0.02 X ESE 109.09 STAYED TOP LOWER
DFD SMALL 6.2 0.08 0.02 NE 39.40 STAYED TOP UPPER
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.05 0.02 NE 54.14 STAYED TOP LOWER
E08 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.04 0.02 SSE 153.51 STAYED TOP LOWER



























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/10/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/12/2012 
    START TIME  14:04:50        START TIME  14:20:30 






















535 SMALL 6.6 0.80 0.02 W 259.21 STAYED TOP MID
565 LARGE 8.6 0.08 0.02 WSW 244.16 BURIED MID
568 LARGE 9.0 0.28 0.02 NNE 17.21 UNEARTHED MID
593 MEDIUM 7.8 4.06 0.03 W 260.65 STAYED TOP UPPER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.09 0.02 W 262.74 STAYED TOP LOWER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 0.94 0.03 WNW 283.91 STAYED TOP UPPER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.08 0.02 WNW 290.32 STAYED BURIED MID
981 LARGE 9.8 0.23 0.02 SW 235.54 UNEARTHED MID
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.10 0.02 NNE 26.54 UNEARTHED LOWER
51A LARGE 8.4 0.15 0.02 W 278.89 STAYED TOP LOWER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.05 0.02 NNW 342.58 STAYED TOP MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.10 0.03 NW 324.57 BURIED UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.23 0.03 W 275.79 STAYED TOP MID
56B SMALL 6.7 0.06 0.02 S 189.58 STAYED TOP MID
57C MEDIUM 7.4 0.29 0.03 WNW 297.76 STAYED TOP MID
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.13 0.02 N 3.69 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.02 0.02 WNW 293.10 STAYED TOP MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 5.09 0.02 W 272.08 STAYED TOP UPPER
95C LARGE 8.0 0.56 0.03 WNW 284.74 STAYED TOP UPPER
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.05 0.02 NW 312.68 STAYED TOP LOWER
DF6 LARGE 9.3 0.05 0.02 WSW 238.56 STAYED TOP LOWER
DFD SMALL 6.2 2.07 0.02 WSW 252.64 STAYED TOP UPPER
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.04 0.02 SW 235.70 STAYED TOP LOWER
E08 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.06 0.02 W 265.54 STAYED TOP LOWER




























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/12/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/14/2012 
    START TIME  14:20:30        START TIME  15:33:45 
























535 SMALL 6.6 14.23 0.02 SE 128.18 BURIED MID
565 LARGE 8.6 0.18 0.02 SSW 205.23 UNEARTHED MID
568 LARGE 9.0 0.15 0.02 S 186.60 STAYED TOP MID
593 MEDIUM 7.8 3.15 0.03 SSE 147.79 STAYED TOP MID
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.12 0.02 SSW 202.63 STAYED TOP LOWER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 2.77 0.03 SE 145.95 BURIED UPPER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.08 0.02 SE 140.65 STAYED BURIED MID
981 LARGE 9.8 0.85 0.02 S 181.58 BURIED MID
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.28 0.02 SSW 200.06 BURIED LOWER
988 SMALL 6.5 0.03 0.02 SW 220.97 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
51A LARGE 8.4 0.21 0.02 ENE 57.40 STAYED TOP LOWER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.86 0.02 ESE 111.42 STAYED TOP MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 7.89 0.03 SSE 158.07 UNEARTHED UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.08 0.03 NE 48.51 STAYED TOP MID
56B SMALL 6.7 1.53 0.02 E 92.09 STAYED TOP MID
57C MEDIUM 7.4 7.97 0.02 ESE 117.64 STAYED TOP MID
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.09 0.02 SSE 160.77 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.78 0.02 SSE 156.13 STAYED TOP MID
5BA LARGE 8.3 0.09 0.02 ENE 76.32 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
5D6 SMALL 6.3 13.53 0.02 ESE 116.85 STAYED TOP MID
95C LARGE 8.0 19.40 0.03 SE 133.60 BURIED UPPER
95F LARGE 8.6 0.15 0.02 WNW 299.09 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.07 0.02 SSW 196.71 STAYED TOP MID
DF2 LARGE 8.4 0.11 0.02 SSE 160.35 UNEARTHED BARNACLES
DF6 LARGE 9.3 0.07 0.02 NE 43.39 STAYED TOP LOWER
DFB LARGE 9.3 0.01 0.02 X WSW 246.88 STAYED TOP BARNACLES
DFD SMALL 6.2 3.04 0.02 SE 139.41 STAYED TOP UPPER
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.05 0.02 SE 123.67 STAYED TOP LOWER
E08 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.02 0.02 X NW 324.92 STAYED TOP LOWER































































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/14/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/16/2012 
    START TIME  15:33:45        START TIME  17:35:25 

































537 SMALL 6.6 0.00 0.02 X WSW 240.79 STAYED TOP UPPER
554 SMALL 6.6 0.00 0.02 X WSW 240.79 STAYED TOP UPPER
574 LARGE 9.0 0.00 0.02 X WSW 240.79 STAYED TOP UPPER
5CC LARGE 9.9 0.00 0.02 X WSW 240.79 STAYED TOP UPPER
535 SMALL 6.6 0.00 0.02 X WNW 293.15 STAYED TOP UPPER
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.00 0.02 X WNW 293.15 STAYED TOP UPPER
578 LARGE 9.0 0.00 0.02 X WNW 291.98 STAYED TOP UPPER
974 MEDIUM 7.6 0.00 0.02 X WNW 291.98 STAYED TOP UPPER
5A3 SMALL 6.9 0.00 0.02 X WNW 291.98 STAYED TOP UPPER
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 0.00 0.02 X WNW 291.98 STAYED TOP UPPER
988 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.00 0.02 NNE 17.70 STAYED TOP UPPER
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.00 0.02 NNE 17.70 STAYED TOP UPPER
5D6 LARGE 9.9 0.00 0.02 NNE 17.70 STAYED TOP UPPER
513 XSMALL 5.7 0.00 0.02 X ENE 74.52 STAYED TOP UPPER
959 SMALL 6.7 0.00 0.02 X ENE 74.52 STAYED TOP UPPER
57A SMALL 6.7 0.00 0.02 X ENE 74.52 STAYED TOP UPPER
58C SMALL 6.9 0.00 0.02 X ENE 74.52 STAYED TOP UPPER
568 LARGE 9.0 0.06 0.02 NW 318.92 STAYED TOP MID
582 SMALL 6.0 0.76 0.02 WNW 295.33 STAYED TOP UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 0.64 0.02 WNW 287.99 STAYED TOP MID
597 SMALL 6.7 0.11 0.02 WNW 283.74 STAYED TOP UPPER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 0.02 0.02 N 359.40 STAYED BURIED MID
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.20 0.02 W 270.55 UNEARTHED MID
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.04 0.02 W 276.71 STAYED TOP MID
55E MEDIUM 7.0 0.22 0.03 WNW 299.21 STAYED TOP MID
56B SMALL 6.7 0.10 0.02 WSW 254.93 STAYED TOP MID
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.15 0.02 WSW 242.29 STAYED TOP UPPER
5B4 SMALL 6.9 0.75 0.02 NNW 345.26 STAYED TOP UPPER
5C9 LARGE 9.9 0.11 0.02 WNW 283.74 STAYED TOP UPPER





























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/16/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/18/2012 
    START TIME  17:35:25        START TIME  19:00:20 


























513 XSMALL 5.7 37.79 0.02 WNW 301.88 BURIED UPPER
535 SMALL 6.6 39.18 0.02 NW 304.54 STAYED TOP UPPER
537 X‐LARGE 10.1 25.29 0.02 WNW 286.83 STAYED TOP UPPER
554 SMALL 6.7 52.84 0.02 WNW 300.95 STAYED TOP UPPER
568 LARGE 9.0 0.99 0.02 WNW 291.45 STAYED TOP LOWER
574 XSMALL 5.3 44.54 0.02 WNW 296.50 BURIED UPPER
578 XSMALL 5.5 16.36 0.11 WNW 285.83 BURIED UPPER
582 SMALL 6.0 35.92 0.02 NW 311.06 STAYED TOP UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 1.96 0.25 W 265.78 BURIED MID
597 SMALL 6.7 19.11 0.02 WNW 290.16 STAYED TOP UPPER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 9.05 0.11 W 275.86 BURIED UPPER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 18.71 0.23 NW 303.66 BURIED MID
974 XSMALL 5.6 21.28 0.11 WNW 286.32 STAYED TOP UPPER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.09 0.02 N 8.54 STAYED TOP LOWER
988 SMALL 6.5 16.81 0.02 WNW 285.25 BURIED UPPER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 6.11 0.03 NW 308.21 STAYED TOP MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 38.56 0.02 WNW 295.79 STAYED TOP UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 8.08 0.02 WNW 293.40 STAYED TOP MID
56B SMALL 6.7 17.02 0.11 WNW 289.01 STAYED TOP MID
57A XSMALL 5.9 38.04 0.02 WNW 296.28 BURIED UPPER
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 4.46 0.02 NW 324.08 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 35.12 0.02 WNW 301.93 STAYED TOP UPPER
58C SMALL 6.9 16.35 0.11 WNW 298.42 STAYED TOP UPPER
5A3 SMALL 6.4 19.67 0.02 WNW 284.59 BURIED UPPER
5B4 XSMALL 5.7 51.33 0.02 NW 306.90 BURIED UPPER
5BA LARGE 8.3 22.06 0.12 NW 325.37 STAYED TOP MID
5C9 LARGE 9.9 16.11 0.11 WNW 297.17 BURIED UPPER
5D6 SMALL 6.3 19.61 0.02 WNW 289.11 BURIED UPPER
95C LARGE 8.0 20.23 0.21 WNW 302.64 STAYED TOP MID
95F LARGE 8.6 8.77 0.03 NW 308.35 STAYED TOP MID
97B XSMALL 5.6 50.01 0.02 NW 303.57 BURIED UPPER
DFD SMALL 6.2 16.86 0.02 WNW 282.60 BURIED UPPER
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 1.82 0.12 WNW 291.68 STAYED TOP UPPER






































































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/18/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/21/2012 
    START TIME  19:00:20        START TIME  20:53:15 






























513 XSMALL 5.7 3.45 0.02 WSW 253.20 UNEARTHED MID
535 SMALL 6.6 0.69 0.02 W 269.32 BURIED UPPER
537 X‐LARGE 10.1 2.19 0.02 WSW 252.25 STAYED TOP MID
554 SMALL 6.7 3.86 0.02 WNW 297.52 STAYED TOP MID
568 LARGE 9.0 0.49 0.02 E 83.91 STAYED TOP LOWER
574 XSMALL 5.3 6.65 0.02 N 354.95 UNEARTHED LOWER
578 XSMALL 5.5 0.29 0.11 NNE 24.49 UNEARTHED MID
582 SMALL 6.0 0.92 0.02 NE 44.73 BURIED UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 0.39 0.02 ENE 73.42 STAYED BURIED MID
597 SMALL 6.7 0.49 0.02 SW 232.53 STAYED TOP LOWER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.10 0.11 X SSE 150.46 UNEARTHED MID
968 MEDIUM 7.6 0.39 0.11 NNW 344.27 UNEARTHED MID
974 XSMALL 5.6 0.76 0.11 SW 217.77 BURIED MID
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.31 0.02 ESE 110.69 BURIED MID
983 MEDIUM 7.4 2.87 0.02 W 280.41 STAYED TOP MID
988 SMALL 6.5 0.21 0.02 ENE 77.07 UNEARTHED MID
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.07 0.02 NW 321.87 STAYED TOP LOWER
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.75 0.02 SSW 207.60 BURIED LOWER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.12 0.02 W 262.04 STAYED TOP MID
56B SMALL 6.7 0.46 0.02 W 263.75 BURIED LOWER
57A XSMALL 5.9 0.30 0.02 NW 315.58 STAYED BURIED LOWER
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.33 0.02 SSE 166.87 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 4.34 0.02 NNW 340.00 STAYED TOP MID
58C SMALL 6.9 3.08 0.11 NW 318.98 STAYED TOP MID
5A3 SMALL 6.4 1.70 0.02 W 269.93 UNEARTHED MID
5B4 XSMALL 5.7 0.12 0.02 W 278.93 STAYED BURIED MID
5BA LARGE 8.3 0.54 0.11 WNW 292.11 STAYED TOP UPPER
5C9 LARGE 9.9 0.66 0.11 WNW 281.61 UNEARTHED MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 1.86 0.02 W 280.81 UNEARTHED MID
95C LARGE 8.0 0.86 0.02 WNW 301.35 STAYED TOP MID
95F LARGE 8.6 0.15 0.02 SW 216.52 STAYED TOP MID
97B XSMALL 5.6 5.89 0.02 WNW 291.18 UNEARTHED MID
DFD SMALL 6.2 0.14 0.02 ESE 115.68 STAYED BURIED LOWER
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 6.66 0.12 NW 313.80 STAYED TOP UPPER





























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE(S)  02/21‐22/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE(S)  02/23/2012 
    START TIME  20:53:15        START TIME  22:38:20 























537 XSMALL 5.7 0.09 0.02 X ‐ 0.00 STAYED TOP UPPER
554 XSMALL 5.7 0.09 0.02 X ‐ 0.00 STAYED TOP UPPER
574 XSMALL 5.3 0.09 0.02 X ‐ 0.00 STAYED TOP UPPER
E1A SMALL 6.4 0.09 0.02 X ‐ 0.00 STAYED TOP UPPER
535 XSMALL 5.7 0.05 0.02 X ‐ 0.00 STAYED TOP UPPER
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.05 0.02 X ‐ 0.00 STAYED TOP UPPER
513 XSMALL 5.7 1.81 0.02 SE 124.96 STAYED TOP UPPER
578 XSMALL 5.5 0.87 0.02 SSE 159.44 STAYED TOP UPPER
582 SMALL 6.0 5.65 0.02 ESE 108.17 BURIED UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 8.49 0.02 SE 130.70 BURIED UPPER
597 SMALL 6.7 7.51 0.02 ESE 118.94 STAYED TOP UPPER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.11 0.02 SSE 166.63 BURIED UPPER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 3.41 0.02 SE 142.31 STAYED TOP UPPER
974 XSMALL 5.6 0.19 0.02 NNE 28.26 STAYED TOP UPPER
988 SMALL 6.5 6.25 0.02 ESE 111.75 BURIED UPPER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 1.47 0.02 E 99.38 STAYED TOP MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 3.80 0.02 SE 132.96 BURIED UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 1.39 0.06 SE 139.10 BURIED MID
56B SMALL 6.7 8.52 0.02 SSE 148.78 STAYED TOP UPPER
57A XSMALL 5.9 0.51 0.02 SE 142.18 BURIED UPPER
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.39 0.13 SSE 150.65 STAYED TOP MID
58A MEDIUM 7.4 5.74 0.02 ESE 115.89 STAYED TOP UPPER
58C SMALL 6.9 1.64 0.02 SE 133.93 STAYED TOP UPPER
5A3 SMALL 6.4 0.26 0.02 S 177.95 STAYED TOP UPPER
5BA XSMALL 5.7 7.69 0.02 ESE 112.58 STAYED TOP MID
5C9 LARGE 9.9 4.60 0.02 SSE 157.72 STAYED TOP UPPER
5D6 SMALL 6.3 0.54 0.02 SSE 161.66 BURIED UPPER
95C LARGE 8.0 8.87 0.02 SE 133.31 STAYED TOP MID
95F LARGE 8.6 3.17 0.02 ESE 118.98 STAYED TOP MID
DFD SMALL 6.2 8.56 0.02 SSE 150.95 STAYED TOP UPPER
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 0.04 0.02 WNW 288.68 STAYED TOP UPPER




























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE(S)  02/23‐24/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/25/2012 
    START TIME  22:38:20        START TIME  11:46:30 
























513 XSMALL 5.7 19.76 0.02 SE 134.41 BURIED UPPER
537 X‐LARGE 10.1 35.68 0.02 SE 137.57 BURIED UPPER
554 SMALL 6.7 35.51 0.02 SE 137.09 BURIED UPPER
574 XSMALL 5.3 34.06 0.02 SE 135.04 BURIED UPPER
578 XSMALL 5.5 34.33 0.02 SE 134.30 STAYED TOP UPPER
582 SMALL 6.0 24.23 0.02 SE 130.55 STAYED BURIED UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 17.54 0.02 SE 123.89 UNEARTHED MID
597 SMALL 6.7 8.81 0.02 SSE 168.24 BURIED UPPER
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 19.98 0.02 SE 133.34 UNEARTHED UPPER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 25.84 0.02 SE 131.57 STAYED TOP MID
974 XSMALL 5.6 19.39 0.02 SE 136.36 BURIED UPPER
988 SMALL 6.5 36.09 0.02 SE 138.09 UNEARTHED UPPER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 9.43 0.02 ESE 116.79 BURIED MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 27.87 0.02 SE 130.89 STAYED BURIED UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 3.81 0.02 ESE 108.10 STAYED BURIED MID
56B SMALL 6.7 21.55 0.02 SE 123.64 BURIED MID
57A XSMALL 5.9 32.30 0.02 SE 128.38 STAYED BURIED UPPER
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 1.45 0.02 SSE 155.04 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 24.40 0.02 SSE 149.08 BURIED UPPER
58C SMALL 6.9 19.59 0.02 SE 140.84 BURIED UPPER
5A3 SMALL 6.4 46.20 0.02 SE 140.68 STAYED TOP UPPER
5BA LARGE 8.3 5.44 0.02 SSE 151.89 BURIED MID
5C9 LARGE 9.9 10.88 0.02 SSE 157.10 BURIED MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 38.00 0.02 SE 126.86 STAYED BURIED UPPER
95C LARGE 8.0 3.33 0.02 SSE 150.17 BURIED MID
95F LARGE 8.6 3.44 0.02 SSE 156.23 BURIED MID
97B XSMALL 5.6 41.17 0.02 SE 143.32 BURIED UPPER
DFD SMALL 6.2 13.40 0.02 ESE 117.54 BURIED MID
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 22.90 0.02 SE 145.08 STAYED TOP UPPER


































































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/25/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  02/27/2012 
    START TIME  11:46:30        START TIME  14:33:30 

























513 XSMALL 5.7 0.31 0.02 WNW 295.50 STAYED BURIED UPPER
537 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.54 0.11 S 186.35 STAYED BURIED UPPER
554 SMALL 6.7 0.28 0.11 SSE 163.30 STAYED BURIED UPPER
568 LARGE 9.0 0.30 0.02 SW 214.09 STAYED BURIED MID
574 XSMALL 5.3 0.19 0.11 SSE 150.23 STAYED BURIED UPPER
578 XSMALL 5.5 0.15 0.11 SE 141.30 STAYED TOP UPPER
582 SMALL 6.0 0.41 0.11 N 2.69 STAYED BURIED UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 0.96 0.11 E 78.85 BURIED UPPER
597 SMALL 6.7 0.29 0.02 WSW 236.57 STAYED BURIED MID
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 0.08 0.02 SSW 203.90 STAYED TOP UPPER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 3.71 0.11 ESE 122.73 BURIED UPPER
974 XSMALL 5.6 0.30 0.02 WSW 242.80 STAYED BURIED UPPER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 2.62 0.02 S 176.22 STAYED TOP MID
988 SMALL 6.5 9.19 0.11 SE 130.01 STAYED TOP UPPER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.30 0.02 SSE 162.79 STAYED BURIED MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.09 0.11 X W 280.41 STAYED BURIED UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.06 0.02 ENE 59.98 STAYED BURIED MID
56B SMALL 6.7 5.89 0.11 ESE 120.31 UNEARTHED UPPER
57A XSMALL 5.9 0.22 0.11 ESE 119.10 STAYED BURIED UPPER
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 3.04 0.02 ESE 108.54 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.07 0.11 X NNE 13.79 STAYED BURIED MID
58C SMALL 6.9 7.31 0.11 SSE 149.57 UNEARTHED MID
5A3 SMALL 6.4 16.32 0.11 SE 127.91 STAYED TOP MID
5B4 XSMALL 5.7 0.41 0.11 SSW 213.36 STAYED BURIED UPPER
5BA LARGE 8.3 7.93 0.02 SE 139.38 UNEARTHED MID
5C9 LARGE 9.9 0.11 0.02 ENE 77.34 UNEARTHED MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 0.22 0.11 WSW 247.02 STAYED BURIED BLUFF
95C LARGE 8.0 0.24 0.02 S 184.78 STAYED BURIED MID
95F LARGE 8.6 0.30 0.02 E 94.84 STAYED BURIED MID
97B XSMALL 5.6 2.39 0.11 SE 128.00 STAYED BURIED MID
DFD SMALL 6.2 0.20 0.02 NW 320.89 STAYED BURIED UPPER
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 0.29 0.02 NW 325.15 BURIED MID


























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  02/27/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  03/01/2012 
    START TIME  14:33:30        START TIME  17:55:40 























513 XSMALL 5.7 0.26 0.11 SE 126.78 STAYED BURIED UPPER
537 X‐LARGE 10.1 1.64 0.20 W 265.07 STAYED BURIED UPPER
554 SMALL 6.7 2.31 0.20 WNW 282.92 UNEARTHED UPPER
568 LARGE 9.0 4.14 0.11 WNW 296.47 UNEARTHED MID
574 XSMALL 5.3 0.30 0.20 E 89.80 STAYED BURIED UPPER
578 XSMALL 5.5 2.49 0.20 N 349.59 STAYED TOP UPPER
582 SMALL 6.0 0.26 0.20 SSE 155.82 STAYED BURIED UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 3.92 0.20 NW 321.52 UNEARTHED UPPER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 5.78 0.20 WNW 296.05 UNEARTHED UPPER
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 3.23 0.11 WNW 294.76 STAYED TOP MID
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.11 0.11 X SSW 211.45 BURIED LOWER
988 SMALL 6.5 8.49 0.20 WNW 294.03 BURIED UPPER
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.48 0.11 W 279.03 STAYED BURIED MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.18 0.20 X SE 125.97 STAYED BURIED UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.23 0.11 WSW 240.63 STAYED BURIED MID
56B SMALL 6.7 8.31 0.20 WNW 290.31 STAYED TOP UPPER
57A XSMALL 5.9 0.10 0.20 X NW 325.28 STAYED BURIED UPPER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 1.43 0.20 NNW 329.85 UNEARTHED MID
58C SMALL 6.9 5.68 0.20 NW 310.36 STAYED TOP MID
5A3 SMALL 6.4 10.98 0.20 NW 305.43 STAYED TOP MID
5B4 XSMALL 5.7 0.38 0.20 NNW 343.04 STAYED BURIED UPPER
5BA LARGE 8.3 3.94 0.11 W 274.55 STAYED TOP MID
5C9 LARGE 9.9 2.74 0.11 WNW 300.79 STAYED TOP MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 0.03 0.20 X NW 312.31 STAYED BURIED BLUFF
95C LARGE 8.0 0.21 0.11 WSW 239.76 STAYED BURIED MID
95F LARGE 8.6 0.35 0.11 W 273.96 STAYED BURIED MID
97B XSMALL 5.6 3.40 0.20 WNW 285.17 STAYED BURIED MID
DFD SMALL 6.2 0.31 0.11 SE 136.72 STAYED BURIED UPPER
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.11 0.11 E 94.70 STAYED TOP LOWER
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 0.41 0.11 E 101.29 STAYED BURIED MID






























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  03/01/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  03/03/2012 
    START TIME  17:55:40        START TIME  19:42:40 























513 XSMALL 5.7 0.17 0.11 NW 304.07 STAYED BURIED UPPER
535 SMALL 6.6 0.87 0.11 NNW 328.39 UNEARTHED MID
537 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.45 0.11 W 278.28 STAYED BURIED UPPER
554 SMALL 6.7 0.80 0.11 NW 315.35 STAYED TOP UPPER
568 LARGE 9.0 0.05 0.11 X SW 227.35 STAYED TOP MID
574 XSMALL 5.3 0.43 0.11 W 258.90 STAYED BURIED UPPER
578 XSMALL 5.5 0.07 0.11 X SSW 206.44 STAYED TOP UPPER
582 SMALL 6.0 0.15 0.11 WNW 299.35 STAYED BURIED UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 0.04 0.11 X ENE 71.98 STAYED TOP UPPER
968 MEDIUM 7.6 1.65 0.11 WNW 284.31 BURIED MID
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.35 0.11 N 356.40 STAYED TOP MID
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 0.35 0.20 WSW 256.06 UNEARTHED LOWER
988 SMALL 6.5 2.36 0.20 W 263.51 UNEARTHED MID
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.38 0.11 E 91.10 STAYED BURIED MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.14 0.11 S 176.64 STAYED BURIED UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.25 0.11 NE 36.00 STAYED BURIED MID
56B SMALL 6.7 1.12 0.11 W 279.77 STAYED TOP MID
57A XSMALL 5.9 0.16 0.11 WNW 283.97 STAYED BURIED UPPER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.50 0.11 SSW 199.48 STAYED TOP MID
58C SMALL 6.9 1.33 0.11 WSW 247.73 STAYED TOP MID
5A3 SMALL 6.4 1.99 0.11 N 356.53 STAYED TOP MID
5B4 XSMALL 5.7 0.37 0.11 S 170.21 STAYED BURIED UPPER
5BA LARGE 8.3 2.57 0.11 NW 317.59 BURIED MID
5C9 LARGE 9.9 0.36 0.20 W 259.59 STAYED TOP MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 0.36 0.11 SE 136.40 STAYED BURIED BLUFF
95C LARGE 8.0 0.35 0.11 NE 41.85 STAYED BURIED MID
95F LARGE 8.6 0.13 0.11 N 4.26 STAYED BURIED LOWER
97B XSMALL 5.6 1.77 0.20 N 352.68 UNEARTHED MID
DFD SMALL 6.2 0.16 0.11 NNW 343.52 STAYED BURIED UPPER
E03 LARGE 9.8 1.10 0.20 WSW 238.13 BURIED LOWER
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 0.19 0.11 SW 219.97 STAYED BURIED MID

























































DEPLOYMENT:  FIELD DATE  03/03/2012    RETRIEVAL:  FIELD DATE  03/03/2012 
    START TIME  19:42:40        START TIME  17:17:30 






















513 XSMALL 5.7 0.18 0.02 NE 51.64 STAYED BURIED UPPER
535 SMALL 6.6 0.60 0.02 W 266.96 STAYED TOP MID
537 X‐LARGE 10.1 0.46 0.02 N 358.71 UNEARTHED UPPER
554 SMALL 6.7 3.09 0.02 WNW 294.83 BURIED UPPER
568 LARGE 9.0 0.06 0.02 SSE 147.07 BURIED MID
574 XSMALL 5.3 0.32 0.02 NNE 22.63 STAYED BURIED UPPER
578 XSMALL 5.5 0.02 0.02 X S 170.25 STAYED TOP UPPER
582 SMALL 6.0 0.23 0.03 SSE 165.70 STAYED BURIED UPPER
593 MEDIUM 7.8 2.34 0.02 W 265.09 STAYED TOP UPPER
597 SMALL 6.7 0.08 0.02 NW 314.33 STAYED BURIED MID
959 X‐LARGE 12.9 1.30 0.02 WSW 241.29 STAYED TOP MID
968 MEDIUM 7.6 1.48 0.02 ESE 111.73 STAYED BURIED MID
976 X‐LARGE 12.5 0.36 0.06 SSW 198.37 STAYED TOP MID
984 X‐LARGE 10.6 1.40 0.11 ESE 113.66 STAYED TOP LOWER
988 SMALL 6.5 0.53 0.11 SSW 196.52 STAYED TOP MID
53F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.38 0.02 ESE 109.35 UNEARTHED MID
55A MEDIUM 7.0 0.32 0.03 N 354.96 STAYED BURIED UPPER
55E MEDIUM 7.2 0.21 0.02 SE 141.63 STAYED BURIED MID
56B SMALL 6.7 0.35 0.02 NE 50.25 STAYED TOP MID
57A XSMALL 5.9 0.10 0.02 NW 305.58 STAYED BURIED UPPER
57F X‐LARGE 10.1 0.84 0.02 S 180.32 STAYED TOP LOWER
58A MEDIUM 7.4 0.15 0.02 S 184.47 STAYED TOP MID
58C SMALL 6.9 1.96 0.02 SSE 164.24 STAYED TOP MID
5A3 SMALL 6.4 5.05 0.02 ESE 121.53 STAYED TOP MID
5B4 XSMALL 5.7 0.23 0.02 NNE 12.65 UNEARTHED UPPER
5BA LARGE 8.3 0.31 0.02 E 83.38 STAYED BURIED MID
5C9 LARGE 9.9 1.28 0.11 SE 135.53 STAYED TOP MID
5D6 SMALL 6.3 0.38 0.10 NNW 344.32 STAYED BURIED BLUFF
95C LARGE 8.0 0.23 0.02 SSW 199.73 STAYED BURIED MID
95F LARGE 8.6 0.07 0.02 WNW 288.76 STAYED BURIED MID
97B XSMALL 5.6 0.42 0.11 W 278.21 STAYED TOP MID
DF2 LARGE 8.4 0.17 0.11 S 182.85 STAYED TOP LOWER
DF6 LARGE 9.3 0.26 0.20 S 177.42 STAYED TOP LOWER
DFD SMALL 6.2 0.21 0.02 NNW 345.64 STAYED BURIED UPPER
E03 LARGE 9.8 0.22 0.20 SSE 157.75 STAYED BURIED LOWER
E12 X‐LARGE 10.5 2.20 0.02 ESE 116.15 UNEARTHED MID
E19 SMALL 6.2 0.29 0.02 NNE 24.80 STAYED BURIED MID























































































MODEL #1:  EBB TIDE  02/09‐10/2012    MODEL #2:   FLOOD TIDE  02/10/2012 

























































































































































































































































































































































MODEL #3:  FLOOD TIDE  02/12/2012       
DURATION  7 HR  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTES: Wave pattern is consistent throughout the rise in tides. The significant wave height onshore 
is significantly less than what is forced at the offshore boundary. 
Figure A5.13: Storm Wave Conditions, wave height 
Figure A?.12: Storm 
Wave Condition water 
levels. X‐cells 270 to 
288 measure total 
water level. Line zs0 
shows water level due 
to tides alone. 
NOTES: Water rises 
from ‐1.5 m to +1.5m 
MLLW. Modeled waves 
closely follow this 
linear trend. 
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NOTES: For wave energy, all curves are a similar pattern and magnitude. The lower beach locations 
show slightly more energy than the upper beach. For dissipation, there is a clear different between 
the lower and upper beach. The lower beach is very low in dissipation (minimum at 274 and 276). 
The middle beach shows the highest dissipation (at 282). 
Figure A5.14: Storm Wave Conditions, wave energy and wave dissipation 
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NOTES: Curves for both roller energy and roller dissipation are similar to overall wave dissipation. 
Roller energy is highest in the upper beach and low to moderate in the lower and middle beach, 
with the lowest energy occurring at points 274 and 276. Roller dissipation shows a similar pattern to 
roller energy. 
Figure A5.15: Storm Wave Conditions, wave roller energy and roller dissipation 
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NOTES: There is a significant difference in onshore/offshore wave forcing between the lower 
beach/mudflats and the beach slope. The lower beach experiences low magnitude positive forces 
when waves are first approaching the beach. The beach slope, beginning at point 278, experiences 
much stronger positive forces. Each point in the upper beach shows strong onshore wave forces as 
soon as water level reaches the point’s elevation. The force remains strong for a period before 
dwindling, and alternating between positive (onshore) and negative (offshore) forces. The 
magnitude of the point’s initial positive wave force increases with elevation. 
 
Figure A5.16: Storm Wave Conditions, wave forcing in the x‐direction. Positive: onshore, 
Negative: offshore 
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NOTES: The curve signature for lateral wave forcing is very similar to onshore/offshore wave forcing, 
however lateral forcing is larger both in the positive and negative direction.  
   
Figure A5.17: Storm Wave Conditions, wave forcing in the y‐direction. Positive: Grid North, 
Negative: Grid South 
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NOTES: The curves for principle and transverse radiation stress are very similar, but principle stress 
is nearly four times as large as the transverse component.  
   
Figure A5.18: Storm Wave Conditions, principle and transverse components of radiation stress 
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NOTES: The primary direction of the off‐diagonal radiation stress is onshore for each point 
immediately after exposed to water. This increases in magnitude for a period before diminishing and 
oscillating back and forth between onshore and offshore momentum flow. The lower beach (270‐
276) experiences off‐diagonal stress in a similar pattern, at about the same time. The beach slope 
(278‐280) follows the same pattern, but there is a time delay in between each point (the time it 
takes water to rise and reach the elevation of each point). 
   
Figure A5.19: Storm Wave Conditions, ‘off‐diagonal’ radiation stress component (flow of x 
momentum across the y‐plane). Positive: onshore, Negative: offshore 
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NOTES: For most points, the highest onshore bed shear stress is experienced immediately following 
the first exposure to waves. The highest positive bed shear stress is observed in the lowest 
elevations on the beach (at 270‐274). In this area, shear stress is high and in the onshore direction 
but brief, and falls quickly to low shear stress magnitudes in the offshore direction. On the beach 
slope, the majority of bed shear stress is in the offshore direction, with peaks of high magnitude 
onshore shear stress. 
   
Figure A5.20: Storm Wave Conditions, bed shear stress in the x direction. Positive: onshore, 
Negative: offshore 
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NOTES: Bed shear stress in the lateral direction has a different patter than in the onshore direction. 
The distribution between positive and negative shear stress is more balanced, overall. In the lower 
beach, there is a spike in negative stress followed by a spike in positive stress. This diminishes again 
before building up a period of consistent, negative shear stress. Eventually, by the time water level 
reaches point 280, the lower beach is reduced to low magnitude stress oscillating between positive 
and negative.  On the lower portions of the beach slope, (278‐282), magnitudes are higher both in 
the positive direction for a period and are reduced, but never to the negative direction. The upper 
portions of the beach slope (284‐288) show oscillations in strong magnitudes in both the positive 
and negative direction.  
Figure A5.21: Storm Wave Conditions, bed shear stress in the y direction. Positive: Grid North, 
Negative: Grid South 
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APPENDIX	6:	DVD	DATA	DEPOSITORY	FILE	CATALOGUE	
 
Particle Tracer Image Catalogue – folder with .jpeg files 
XBeach Parameters List of Definitions – Delft 3D pdf 
XBeach Manual ‐ Delft 3D pdf 
Quality Controlled Wind data – Microsoft Excel spreadsheet 
Quality Controlled Tide data – Microsoft Excel spreadsheet 
Quality Controlled Current data – Microsoft Excel spreadsheet 
Quality Controlled Wave data – Microsoft Excel spreadsheet 
Cobble Transport History Table – Microsoft Excel spreadsheet  (Organized by Tag ID#)  
Cobble Transport History Table – Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (Organized by Logging Date) 
Numerical Model Outputs – folder with associated .data files 
 
